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FOUR BIG ONES FROM ERIE COUNTY , OHIO 

by Arthur George Smith 

The four specimens shown on the opposite page are of the same type 
as those figured and discussed in the January 1956 i s sue of the Ohio Arch
aeologist (Vol. 6, No. 1), All are from my personal collection. 

The two on the left are made from a finely streaked greyish white 
flint from Flint Ridge, the bases are a finely mottled blue-black. I have a 
core from the Milliard Site, Lakewood, Ohio (Ohio Archaeolgist, Vo. 3, No. 
3, 1953) that shows the same combinations. I am fairly certain that these 
two are from a cache of six or seven found near Huron, Ohio. They were of 
this same type and the same combination of white flint with black stems. The 
late Albert Hall of Lakewood, showed me this cache in 1906 or 1907 as an 
example of what he called "trademarking". This pair were the longest, there 
was another a little shorter and much wider, the rest were smaller and the 
smallest was over half black I do not forget fine flints, and the narrower one 
o f this pair was faintly marked "Near Huron, Ohio, 1890". 

The third from the left is weathered to a grey—black from a dull black 
flint as is shown by slight recent damagr. It was found on the "Center Ridge" 
east of Milan, Ohio. It is not as finely made as the others in the figure. 

The one on the right was found just west of Sand Hill, Erie County, 
Ohio, This is in the extreme southeast corner of Margaretta Township. I saw 
it there in a farmer's collection in 1916. This maij had an oval bannerstone 
mounted axe-fashion on a stick and a small boy was chopping with it to i ts 
detriment, I now have it, This flint went into the Link Collection in Sandusky, 
Ohio, Dr, Gordon F, Meuser bought that collection and sold this piece to Dr. 
Stanley G, Copeland from whom I obtained it. It is made of a yellow brown 
flint, heavily streaked with a dark brey brown. The stem and base edge are 
ground, and it is a show piece for color and workmanship in any collection. 
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THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE 
by 

Stanley G. Copeland 
Our September picnic meeting at Mound City was well attended. We were very 

fortunate in having nice weather. The talk given by Mr. Clyde B. King, superintendant 
of the park, on MB archaeological interpretation of the area, was very interesting and 
thought provoking. Mr. King's collection of Ross County shel ls , from tiny land snails 
only one sixteenth of an inch in s ize to a large bivalve eight and one half inches by six 
inches, was very surprising to me, as I'm sure it was to all of you who saw them. Our 
thanks to Mr. King for his splendid talk. At present time, The Mound City National Mon
ument rs part of the National Park System. We hope that some day, not in the too d i s 
tant future, it will become one of our many fine prehistoric sites owned and administered 
by The Ohio Historical Society. 

Dr. Gordon F. Meuser, Dr. Lawrence Hicks, Harry Horning and myself attended the 
Central States meeting at Quincy, Illinois in September. They really had the "red carpet" 
out for us. We were treated like visiting royalty. Saturday evening we visited the Homes 
of B. W.. Stephens and Byron W. Knoblock. Each of these gentlemen have very fine and 
diversified collections of Indian artifacts. Mr. Knoblock proudly displays a exquisite 
collection of artifacts from Ancient Mexico. Mrs. Knoblock and Mrs. Stephens not to be 
outdone by their husbands, showed us their antiques, including their beautiful collections 
of rose bowls and snuff bottlee. The meeting, the following day, was held in the ball room 
of the Lincoln - Douglas Hotel. The ball room was full of tablee and every table was full 
of Indian relics. It was an Indian Relic Collectors heaven. There were artifacts available 
to satisfy the tastes of any collector. We all enjoyed our trip over there and considered i t 
well wTth our time. 

ftur November meeting at the Ohio State Museum was well attended in spite of the 
short notice. It was not the fault of our faithful and hard working secretary, Arthur George 
Smith, but was due to the il lness of the lady who addresses the cards. By the way, since 

'Mr. Smith's name has been brought up, why don't you, who not payed your dues, send him 
a check; The address i s 65 North Foster St., Norwalk, Ohio. It will save him a lot of time 
Sot needing to send reminders, and we all know he deserves it. Getting back to our Novem
ber meeting; we had an interesting talk by Charles Sofsky, president of the Warren Archaeo
logical Society. Mr. Sofsky discussed the feasibility of the affiliation of various local 
archaeological socities with The Archaeological Society of Ohio. The Warren Archaeologi
cal Society has doen a lot of field work amd Mr. Sofsky has offered to give an illustrated 
talk at one of our future meetings. The afternoon speakers were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Good. 
They gave a "down to earth" talk on cave digging in Kentucky. Their description of their 
experiences and finds, along with their kodachrome slides, revealed the story of the various 
peoples who had inhabitated these caves throughout the ages. Cave digging, in spite of the 
hard work involved, is a fascinating experience. Our thanks to Dorothy and Ernie for their 
interesting illustrated report. 

Our editor, Mr. Hubert C. Wachtel, is doing a superb j°b for us. Why not help him 
out and send in your pictures of artifacts and digs. This is your publication, why not con
tribute to it. 

There has been a new society formed at Newark, Ohio. It i s called "Mound-builders 
Gun and Indian Relic Collectors Association." They meet in the National Guard Armory at 
Newark. They held their first meeting last September. Quite a number of our members were 
present. Edward E. Collins is president. He can be reached by addressing his mail care t 
of The National Guard Armory, Newark, Ohio. 

Your president would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for your c o 
operation and assistance so freely given during his tenure so far in this office. He also ex
tends his wishes to each and every one of you for a very healthy, happy and successful 
year of 1957. 
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EDITORIAL PAGE 

This, being the first issue of this series for 1957, it would seem plausible to wish 
ourselves good luck for the year, in that we can hope to receive a number of good articles 
from members ftnd interested parties that should make this series outstanding for interest 
to the collector and educational for all members. Our status will grow accordingly. 

Balanced issues are desirable to hold both the interest of the novice, the advanced 
collector and the student of archaeology with the more scientific trend. I believe we can 
put out such balanced issues with the cooperation of members and assis tance of some well 
known archaeologists. There is a happy medium between the groups that should work for 
the betterment of all. We would like to serve such a purpose as intermediary between the 
novice and the professional. 

We were not satisfied with the printing in the last issue and I know you weren't 
either. We will try to take corrective measures about it. Hired help today isn ' t what it 
should be. They don't watch their machines closely enough. Have had it called to our 
attention by some members. 

The meticulous carefulness for detail of the archaeologist is very definitely neces
sary to set up his patterns to arrive at the conclusions he is searching for, but to a great 
extent this would mean trying reading for the novice or ordinary collector, and these are 
the people who keep the Society going, and the ones we should defer to in order to hold 
their interest, so I think it would be possible to condense a scientific article to fit the 
occasion. This would mean rewriting to cover all the main interesting high-l ights as a 
news reporter would do in covering the article. This in no way would detract from the 
original but could build up interest to cause the reader to want to refer to the original 
which would be another education for him and make him more appreciative of the archaeo
logist. In a way, the archaeologist is also dependent on the novice who is usually the 
one to discover the sites and to call it to his attention. 

It would be a good idea if any of our members who know of a si te that they think 
should bB investigated by The Archaeological and Historical Society of Ohio (The Olio 
Historical Society), should report it to Mr. Raymond S. Baby. Another angle, is that if 
some construction is likely to destroy a si te, report it and if you have to do the job your
self, ask for somy instruction from the state society so you can do the " d i g " properly as 
it could be another link in a chain. Pictures of original si te, at intervals of the dig, and 
results properly prepared would also make good reading in our magazine. 

Our "P icn ic Meeting" for this year will be held at Virgil Schaeffer's Cabin on 
June 23rd. This is fairly centrally located and should attract a good turnout. There should 
be material for sale or trade and old friends to visit with. Location is on the Montgomery -
Preble County Line road, about five miles south of Route 35 and approximately 15 miles 
west of Dayton, Ohio. Watch for notice and details. Lets make it a meeting to remember. 
Out of state members are especially invited. Come and bring your waree. 

(NOTICE) There has been some difficulty in getting our dues records straightened 
out this year. P lease check your membership card or write to Secretary. We hope to5 work 
out a more systematic manner to handle this with notices in las t issues before dues expire 
and also to follow up cards, same procedure used fy all periodicals. 

(NOTICE) Members submitting articles with pictures are requested to help to de
fray publishing costs by paying $3.00 for full page and $1.50 for half page pictures, if they 
feel they would like to do so . Costs of publishing are quite high today and every little bit 
helps. Thank you. 



To the Editor: 

You invited comment from the members on the admirable first article in John 
Witthoft's series on flint chipping. 

I will venture a few remarks: 

1) To one who makes such things for fun, it is gratifying to see a professional 
archaeologist of Witthoft's renown and competence undertake a study of the Primitive 
processes, not disdaining to bloody his fingers on the actual flint. Too many of the 
professional brethern take the attitude once sardonically set forth by Paul Fejos: 
"Tools soil the hands of a scholar ." 

2) Witthoft is certainly correct in saying that we have had too many hypotheses -
already - - - some of them imaginative, more so, than logical - - - and that we ought to 
study the scrap-f lakes in the actual debris. You know a carpenter by his chips, Grandpa 
used to say. That is also the best way of getting to know a flintworker. 

3) Witthoft is equally correct in saying that flint behaves like a super-cooled 
liquid and that some kind of wave motion is involved in working it. This is attested by 
millions of flakes marked with those little concrentric arcs, by the phenomena of hinge 
fracture, and the like. 

4) And, again as Witthoft said, it is indisputable that the hammerstone is the 
basic tool. Some modern experimenters are excessively fond of the hammer and chisel, 
mallet and punch, or whatever you want to call them. They are fantastically devoted 
to vises , C-clamps, grooved wodden blocks, and all manner of such paraphernalia for 
holding the flint st i l l . 

All you actually need to break flint is a hammerstone. Oddly but truly, the 
hammerstone is better than most steel hammers, merely because of its shape. A sphere 
resting on a plane touches it only at a single point. The sub-spherical or egg-shaped 
hammerstone - - commonly nothing but a cobble plucked from the river gravels - - has 
the same effect. The force of the blow is concentrated on a tiny area. 

A modern man, naturally, will have been accustomed all his life to usian a ham
mer that had a handle on it. But a Stone Age man suffered from no such disadvantage. 
He was accustomed to a hammer that had no handle. 

5) The hammerstone is the only tool needed to strike bladee, lamellar flakes, 
prismatic flakes, or whatever you want to call them, off a core of flint. This is some
thing I often done myself and have taught several friends to do. Among those friends, 
the one who had the best motor control, learned the trick in about ten minutes. (This 
corroborates another of Witthoft's observations: The man who learns fastest is the man 
who has the best motor control.) 

6) There are a lot more of those blades or prismatic flakes lying around than 
most of the professional brethern realize. I have seen them from Archaic sites in six 
different counties in Texas, although they are not supossed to be characteristic of the 
Archaic stage. 

7) There is one problem that baffles me utterly and I doubt that even Witthoft 
can solve it. A great many Plainview points, Scottsbluff points, Eden points, and sim
ilar sorts are finished completely - covered on both faces - with pressure-f lake scars . 
The work is sometimes done with extradorinary deftness. But most Archaic points, of 
many variant s tyles , are marked mostly with percussion—flake scars and are p ressure -
flaked only along the edges. This was a retrogression in craftsmanship. What was the 
cause of it? H . Mewhinney 

_ 6 - The Houston Post , Houston, Texas . 



AN OPOSSUM EFFIGY 
by 

Arthur George Smith 

The rarest of all Indian art forms, is true sculpture in the round. There
fore the finding of a true effigy is important and should be on record. 

That our Ohio Indians were capable of making fine and realistic s cu lp 
ture is shown by the animal effigy pipes found in Hopewell, and by a few human 
figurines found in the Turner Mound and now on display at the Ohio State Museum. 

The opossum effigy shown in the cut is the property of Mr. Frank R. Neidley, 
745 S. 21st St., Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. It is shown actual s ize. The material 
appears to be dark grey Porthsmouth pipestone. The pose is very lifelike, and 
the artist who carved it has caught the typical sly expression of the 'possum. 
The style is the same as that of the Hopewell effigy pipes and I believe it was 
carved by one of the same group of ar t is ts . 

This effigy was found about 1870 by a Mr. Sweeney while digging roots 
for making herb tea. The place was the outskirts of Hopeton, three miles north 
of Chillicothe, Ohio, on U. S. Route 23, the heart of the classic Hopewell area. 
Mr. Sweeney passed it on to his son, from whom a son of Mr. Neidley obtained it 
and gave it to his father. 

If any member is passing through Harrisburg, he should stop in and take 
a look at this effigy and a very fine large collection of Pennsylvania material. 
It is worth seeing. 
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NOTES ON INDIAN TRADE SILVER IN THE COLLECTION 
OF MR. LAMONT JONES, WATERVILLE, OHIO 

by Francis Waring Robinson, The Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit, 
Michigan, June 16, 1956 

Finds of Indian Trade and Presentation Silver with other objects 
from disturbed Indian burials near Waterville, Lucas County, Ohio, on the 
left bank of the Maumee River, about fifteen miles southwest of Toledo, 
by Mr. Lamont Jones, Waterville, Ohio. 

(1) Large Gorget (Silver) (p 8) 
crescent shaped; edges turned over copper wire; 

near each end a button with ring on underside for sus — 
pension; engraved at center front with beaver facing left; 
two cracks on upper rim; marked twice NR in script in 
shaped cartouche at top center and on right end. 

Max. width at front: 3 inches 
Max. breadth: 6 1/4 inches 
Length (around outer edge); 14 inches 

Made by Narcisse Roy, Montreal, 1765 - 1814. 
Information based on Ramsay Traquair The Old Silver 

of Quebec, Toronto, 1940, pp. 39, 48, 65. Marius Barbeau, 
"Indian Trade Silver", Transactions of the Royal Society 
of Canada. 1840, Sect. II, pp. 24 -41 , especially p. 30 f.; 
and notes of the silver collector and historian, Louis Carrier, 
Curator of the Chateau de Ramezay, Montreal. 

Narcisse Roy 

Born in Montreal, Nov. 27, 1865. 
His paternal grandmother, Marguerite French, was born 

in Deerfield, Mass., May 22, 1695; was captured by the Ind
ians and taken to Montreal March 1707, and was there rescued 
and brought up by the sisters of the Congregation de Notre Dame. 

Married in Montreal 1787 Marie Josephte Gerome Latour, 
related to other Montreal silversmiths. 

As a silversmith, he trained several apprentices and 
made much dilver for the Indian trade. 

His mark, NR in script in a shaped cartouche, is found 
on Indian silver ornaments and some domestic silver. 

In the manuscript account and invoice books of the 
Northwest Company (traders at Mackinac and elsewhere among 
the Indians), now in the archives of the Seminary at Quebec, 
are many records of the trade silver supplied by Narcisse Roy, 
as in 1801, the order including: 

2,000 Broaches 1,500 Small Crossee 10 Arm Bands 
2,000 Earbobs 49 Ear Wheels 10 Sets Gorgets 

264 Heart Broaches 34 Wrist Bands 78 Beavers 
20 Double Crosses 

Narcisse Roy died in Montreal March 18, 1814. 



INDIAN TRADE SILVER - LAMONT JONES 

(2) Gorget (Silver) p - 11 
crescent shaped: edges turned over copper wire: at each end 
a hole (about 1/4 in. in diam.); on the front center was attach
ed by four prongs (now gone) through four small holes a cast 
or embossed coat of arms of Great Britain ( the royal arms), 
which had become detached and is now temporarily reattached. 
Gorget proper has been crushed, bent, and straightened, with 
some corrosion and loss of surface. No maker's marks. 

Max. width at front: 2 5/8 in. 
Max. breadth: 4 3/4 in. 
Length (around outer edge): 12 1/4 in. 
Height of arms: 2 1/4 in. 

This gorget of silver with applied British royal arms 
is a type distributed by British agents to secure the friend
ship of the Indians in Canada, in the Old Northwest Territory, 
and in Florida, in the years about 1775 to 1825, period b e 
tween the outbreak of the American Revolution and the estab
lishment of the Territory of Florida by the United States in 
1822. Many such gorgets were of fine silver finely engraved 
with the arms. On this gorget, there are no maker's marks. It 
was probably made in England but may possibly have been 
made in Canada (Montreal). 

The gorget was the last remnant of the plate armor 
worn by medieval knights. It became a sign of rank in the 
British army and was favored by the Indians as a mark of 
honor. Sir William Johnston distributed silver medals and 
gorgets to certain Indians whose friendship he wished to se
cure and whose loyalty to the British cause he wished to 
honor. 

See Stephen Pel l , "The Gorget as a Defense, as a 
Symbol, and as an Ornament", The Bulletin of the Fort 
Ticonderotra Museum. Vol. IV, No. 5, Sept. 1937, pp. 126 — 
141, 18 plates. 

R. W. G. Vail, "Sir William Johnston's Indian T e s t i 
monial" , The New—York Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. 
XXX, No. 4, Oct. 1946, pp. 209 - 214. 

INSCRIPTIONS 

Honi Soit Qui Mai Y Pense 
(French) means "Shamed be he who thinks 

evil of i t . " This is the motto of the Order of the 
Garter, highest order of British Knighthood. 

Dieu Et Mon Droit 
(French) means "God and my right." This is 
motto in British royal arms. 
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INDIAN TRADE SILVER - LAMONT JONES 

(3) Gorget (Silver) P- 12 
crescent shaped; edges turned over iron ? wire; near each end 
a button with ring on underside for suspension, one now missing, 
leaving hole 1/8 inch in diameter; engraved at center front with 
owl on branch; marked RC in script with an oval or shaped 
cartouche at front center below. Has been bent and straightened. 

Max. width at front: 1 15/16 in. 
Max. breadth: 4 3/4 in. 
Length (around outer edge): 8 in. 

Made by Robert Cruickshank, active in Montreal, 1774 — 1807; 
died in 1809 off the coast of England. 

This small gorget is one of the numerous types of Indian trade 
silver ornaments for trading with the Indians in exchange for furs 
or for presentation to the Indians to insure their friendship, s u p 
plied to government officials and traders by Robert Cruickshank 
of Montreal. As a silversmith and purveyor of silverworks and 
other trade goods, Cruickshank was so prolific that he must have 
had many helpers or have farmed out his orders for trade silver 
to other silversmithing shops. 

Much information on Cruickshank can be found in Traquair, 
The Old Silver of Quebec, 1940, and in the notes of Louis Carrier 
of Montreal and the files of the Inventory of Works of Art in the 
Province of Quebec, in the Provincial Museum, Quebec City. 

Cruickshank appears in Montreal in 1782 and may have been there 
as early as 1774. He was presumably born in England or Scotland; 
he died in 1809 off the coast of England while returning from a 
visi t there. 

His trade silver is often marked RC on script in a shaped 
cartouche and sometimes with MONTREAL. 

Typical of the orders filled is that of January 26, 1801, in a letter 
book of Angus Mackintosh of Sandwich (now Windsor), Ontario, 
preserved in the Dominion Archives, Ottawa, included are 

10 set ts of gorgets 
8 set ts of Moons 

16,000 small broaches 
5,000 large broaches 

8 large armbands 
150 ear wheels 

30 large crosses 
15 head bands 

3,000 pairs small ear bobs 
12 Hair pipes 
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HEADBAND (Silver) p. 14 
flat band, narrow at ends and expanding to greatest width at center, 

perhaps with rising profile as i t proceeded from ends to center where there i s 
a curved projection above; curved to shape of head. At center is engraved an 
owl standing toward right; wriggle work design on edge of raised center arch; 
each end pierced with small hole for thong to tie around the head fragment 
of ribbon loop remaining on right end, as you look from front; lower edge work
ed around wire, probably of copper, of which only 6 1/4 inches survive on left 
end. At center, just above lower edge, are about 32 pierced holes, probably 
for suspension of small crosses or other pendant ornaments; marked at ends, 
with marks placed vertically. PJD in rectangular cartouche and BP in r e c t 
angular cartouche. 

Length: 14 5/8 in. 
Height: 3/4 in. (at ends) - 1 3/4 in. (at center) 

Made by Pierre Jean Desnoyers, 1772 - 1846, and Baptiste Piquette, 
1781 - 1813, active silversmiths in Detroit about 1796-1813, partners about 
1803 - 1805. 

When found this headband was in many pieces but enough survived to 
show the shape and the makers' marks. This piece of Indian trade silver h a s 
special interest on account of the two different maker's marks which appear 
on the ends of the headband: PJD at one end; BP at the other. Since the use 
of two maker's marks on a single piece of Indian trade silver is exceedingly 
rare, it must indicate a partnership, and so far the only partnership that fits 
the date of the piece and the initials is that of Pierre Jean Desnoyers (Peter 
John Desnoyers) and Baptiste Piquette Jean(Baptiste Piquette, John Baptist 
Piquette) in Detroit about 1803 to 1805. 

Pierre Jean Desnoyers was born in Par is , August 1, 1772, the son of 
a silversmith, who probably trained his son before he sent him off to America 
to escape the French Revolution and to make his fortune. Pierre Jean D e s 
noyers went to the French settlement at Gallipolis, Ohio, 1790, but soon found 
that he and others had been deceived in the ownership of land there. He went 
to Pittsburg and then to Detroit in July 1796, at the time it was taken over by 
the Americans. He became an armorer in Wayne's army, continuing until Nov
ember 1803 when he resumed his craft as silversmith, making Indian s i lver -
works in partnership with Jean Baptiste Piquette. The partnership was d i s -
olved by the disasterous fire of 1805 which destroyed so much of the village 
1L T\ ° e S n ° y e r S c o n t inued as a merchant and trader and became one of 
the^noted and respected citizens of Detroit. He died in 1846. See Francis W. 
Robinson in the French in America 1520 - 1880, catalogue of an exhibition 
at Detroit Institute of Arts, 1851, p. 200 exhibition 

Detroit j i r s t ' l S O Q 6 ^ " ^ n * 3 b o r n i n M o n t r e ^ ^ 1781, he married in 
Apr 25 l 8 i f V % , e S C ° m p S d i t L a b a d i e - H e d i e d i n D<*roit 
Apr. 15 1813 Two of his sons were silversmiths. We do not know who was 

is his. This mark appears usually with the Mark P i n „ A 
the partnership mentioned above. Some Z l t o r tJ "T," * i n d i c a t e 

silver are known with the marks PJD and BP P 1 6 C e S ° f ^ ^ 
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Also found were: 

(a) Spherical button, copper - about 1/2 in. in diameter 

(b) Flat button, brass , evidence of makerJs name on underside, diameter 
about 1/2 inch. 

(c) Spherical button, gilded copper, diam. 3/8 in. 

(d) Copper bucket 6 1/2 in. diameter and 7 in. tall 

(e) Knife, 6 1/2 in. blade 

(f) Silver ear bob, 1 1/2 in. long 
* * * * 

Attached is an amusing account of a chance find of Cruickshank trade silver in 
Chesaning, Michigan, in 1889. 

From Francis W. Robinson, The Detroit Institute of Arts, May 11, 1953. 

Chesaning, Michigan, Argus, 
September 21, 1889 

(excerpted by 
Mrs. Mark Ireland 

23 Worthington Drive 
Washington 16, D. C. 1950) 

AN INDIAN GRAVE UNEARTHED 

"A week or two ago a hog owned by Rinaldo Crofoot, in rooting up the ground in 
i ts enclosure, unearthed an old copper kettle and the barrel and stock of an old fash
ioned flint-lock gun. Mr. Crofoot, concluded they must have been relics buried in 
the grave of some Indian who had once roamed the banks of the Shiawassee, took them 
to the house but gave the matter no further attention. 

The hog however, evidently felt a deep interest in the history of the aborigines 
and continued i ts search for pre-his tor ic specimens digging up several more 
thought to be from another grave. 

Mr. Crofoot now concluded to see what could be found there and with some friends 
proceeded to dig with the following result: In the grave first opened besides the k e t 
tle and gun were found four bullets, one extra flint, a bowie knife, a large silver 
brooch, an Indian skull, a wreath of silver buckles, which seemed to have encircled 
a tuft of hair at the top of the head, an old-fashioned trade pipe, a tomahawk, and 
a pair of bracelets. The brooch and bracelets were marked *R. C. Montreal'. 

Further search revealed another grave which proved to be that of a squaw and 
contained a copper kettle, four bracelets, a tomahawk, cross, a crooked knife, a 
pipe of ancient pattern, and a skull, around which was a wreath of silver buckles. 

The pipe which is well worth seeing, is now on exhibition at Peet & Wagner's 
meat market. 

From the character of these relics one might presume that some noble chieftain 
and his faithful squaw, when the white man was yet unknown to this great Saginaw 
valley, had chosen this beautiful spot on the picturesque Shiawassee for their final 
camping ground." 
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THE ART OF FLINT CHIPPING 
by 

John Witthoft 
Pennsylvania 

2nd. Installment 

THE HUMAN FACTOR IN FLINT TECHNOLOGY 

The tyro at flint—working is quite unable to manage his material until he has 
learned to control the force of his blow very precisely, to judge the amount of force 
needed for each fracture, and to locate his impact at a predetermined point on the flint 
with great precision. Most fakers of Indian relics never reach this stage. These are 
not easy skills to acquire, yet apparently every primitive workman had these aspects 
of motor co-ordination under unconscious control, almost as second—nature. Only 
when the student has completely mastered these principles is he ready to practice the 
variations in other features of the chipping blow which are so important in fashioning 
a tool from flint. These skills are prerequisite to the making of a crude Abbevillian 
handaxe, and to the making of the finest Danish Neolithic dagger. 

Probably these basic skills are no more difficult to acquire than an expert 
game of golf, but few moderns have spent the amount of time with a stone hammer that 
many have on the links. Only when one has learned to deliver an exactly calculated 
amount of force, to a carefully selected spot, can one learn to drive strains down into 
the block of flint, to control breakage, or to do anything but knock corners off of a core. 

When one has learned to use the hammer with precision and refinement, he can 
begin to experiment with the methods of chipping control used by stone age man. The 

» most important principle discovered at this stage is that the direction of the vector of 
force applied by the hammer is the most significant factor, rather than the softness or 
hardness of the hammer, or the amount of cushioning which the blow takes from the 
structure of the hammer. In precision flint chipping, as seen in actual archaeological 
industries, the direction of the blow, in relation to the flint surface, determines the 
nature of the flake removed. It is convenient todistinguish four types of chipping as 
determined by the axis of the blow, they are over simplified here. 

The first of these is shirring or trimming, in which a thin edge is dulled by 
striking across and along the edge, almost perpendicular to the medial plane of the 
edge. Such trimming is an unusual method in the New World, but it was a common meth
od for dulling the back edgee of certain tool types in Europe. It characterizes several 
Archaic industries in Pennsylvania, however, and it is seen on most gunflints. Trim
ming, which is a dulling technique, must be distinguished from the shaping of sharp 
beveled or chamfered edges on scrapers by secondary chipping. 

FREE FLAKING is one of the most ordinary chipping patterns, and is the only 
method which most modern experimenters ever learn to control. In this the vector of 
the hammer blow forms an acute angle with the plane of the face of the core, and the 
blow removes a wedge shaped flake of flint. With proper manual skill, this flake has 
a longitudial section of nearly the same angle as that subtended by the face of the 
core and the vector of the blow. It varies from this ideal in proportion to error in the 
amount of force applied. 

FLAT FLAKING, the third method, involves a vector of force parallel to the 
face of the core. With complete control of the amount of force applied and of the l o 
cation of the focus of the blow, it is possible to remove a long flake which has paral
lel faces, such flakes frequently are as long as the core from which they were removed. 
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Fla t flaking is conspicous on well made projectile points from many parts of the world, 
but its greatest significance was in the removal of blades, bladelets, and microblades 
from polyhedral cores and in removing the Levallois flake from the tortoise core. Fla t 
flaking on any core shape is a highly skilled operation, it is generally associated with 
highly stereotyped patterns of flake sequence, and its execution is inherent in many 
basic typological concepts. I shall refer to flat flaking in later portions of this ser ies . 
I believe that the channeling of true "Fo l som" fluted points represents flat flaking. 

RESOLVED FLAKING is the most curious type of flake removal, in this method 
the vector of the blow is not quite parallel to the face of the core but is directed inward 
towards the body of the core. Resolved flaking is quite the most difficult method to c o n 
trol, and is quite rare as compared to other patterns. When it does occur as a standard 
feature of a distinct industry, it should be considered a very technical trait. A perfectly 
formed resolved flake is thinnest and narrowest at the bulbar end, they thicken and widen 
towards the other end, in exactly the opposite manner to a perfectly drawn free flaking 
chip. A resolved flake frequently shows strong concentric strain waves,(oyster shell 
fracture) on their surfaces, and they usually end with hinge fractures when they did not 
extend the full length of the core. Hinging at the end of the flake, which has a low freq
uency in flat flaking, occurs at a point where the force transmitted through the flint is 
not propogated strongly enough as a force wave to cause cleavage in the same direction 
as the blow, and the period of the wave and the direction of breakage changes, probably 
as both resonance and wedging phenomena. The break turns out to the surface of the 
core, often changing direction by as much as 180 degrees in the space of an eighth of an 
inch. Hinging of this sort is not a failure, but the normal terminus of a resolved flake 
that does not run the full length of the core. Failure in resolved flaking often takes the 
course of hinging through the body of the core, rather than up to the nearest surface. Such 
hinge fractured cores are most typical of resolved flaking, but sometimes occur with fiat 
flaking. Hinge termination of a flake can even occur in inexpert free flaking if the core 
is poorly supported and rotates with the blow, but hinging is rarely strongly developed 
except with resolved flaking. Some resolved flakes hinge in several places before they 
are terminated, and are thus broken into several pieces by secondary breaks which did 
not prevent extension of the primary separation in the axis of the blow. Resolved flak
ing was used most often in spall drawing, in blade making, in forming the chisel edge 
of the burin, and in fluting certain types of Paleo-Indian spearpoints. The Enterline 
Fluted point was fluted by a variant form of resolved flaking. 

Free flaking of some sort can be done with almost any fine grained stone, flat 
flaking can be done best on good quality flints, but is possible (with high incidence of 
failure) on poor and impure flints, but resolved flaking is a nearly impossible technique 
with any but high quality, glassy and homogeneous flints. All possible intergradations 
between these various flaking methods can be found, but the consistent use of any pat
tern of Flat or resolved flaking in a flint industry is a noteworthy matter. 

Many industries which emphasize expert flat or resolved flaking show very con
spicuous bruising of striking platforms. This does not appear to have been the result 
of successive abortive attempts to draw a flake, but rather of contact between large 
areas of the hammer-face and the striking platform, at the moment of impact. This 
correlates with lack of evidence of point-impact at the line of cleavage on the striking 
platform of such tools and cores; the blow was focused on a point and delivered with 
perfect control, but contact between hammer and core was an area rather than a point. 

In modern gunflints, made with the " F r e n c h " hammer (a ballpeen) impact is at a 
point on the cleavage line, and very localized splintering occurs. This contrasts with 
many blade industries, some of which show impact focused on a point within the p l a t 
form area of the blade itself, rather than on the cleavage line, which is behind the point 
of impact. This is a diffused but controlled flaking blow. 
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Resolved flaking and flat flaking may often be seen as isolated chip scars on ordinary 
projectile points, but they rarely are in a high proportion except as a basic feature of 
rigidly defined chipping sequences. This is to be expected, because the habitual draw
ing of such flakes implies prior shaping of a core, and previous patterning of both the 
striking platform and faces of the core from which a long flake was to be drawn. Flat 
flaking variants account for the surface finish of knives and projectile points, particu
larly of such classic types as the Solutrean "laurel leaf" of central Europe, early dy
nastic Egyptian butcher—knives, and certain parallel flaked spearpoints of Paleo—Indian 
and Archaic complexes of North America. The most frequent occurence of these repet
itive flaking patterns was in early times, when flat and resolved flaking were the p r i 
mary shaping techniques in the slicing of highly stereotyped tools from cores. This was 
a process in which each flaking blow produced a tool form and also served to shape a 
facet on other tools which were still unseparated from the core. I wish to discuss the 
flint prisms which are called blades, and to try to indicate their great significance in 
world archaeology. 

FLINT PRISMS AND BLADES 

There is one class of flint tools which are distinctive because their basic form 
is a prism or prismoid; ordinarily they have only four prism faces, each the scar of a 
previous single flaking blow, and they either have identical trapezoidal bases or they 
taper so that one base is smaller than the other. They are highly specialized long chips 
which have been split from cores as precisely as one might split shingles from a " b o l t " 
of oak with a frow. Sometimect these long prisms were used just as they came from the 
core, but usually they were reshaped by flaking the edgee (or by more drastic chipping), 
and elaborated into specific tool types, of which many kinds are known. The terminol
ogy for these prisms is quite confused, partly because many people seem unaware of 
their peculiarity, of their unlikely method of manufacture, and partly because various 
kinds of these prisms must be distinguished. Terminology for them has been confused 
by Americans who so rarely see them. Many American archeologists seem to consider 
them as merely a type of chip, and who obviously never studied an industry which i n 
cludes a >nultitude of such prisms along with their waster or unwasted cores and their 
elaborated derivatives. In attempting to describe such tools and derivatives, I spent 
much effort trying to find the most logical names for them, and was forced to reject 
most of those current. 

In recent years, flint prisms which are both massive and thick, and which include 
many of the most characteristic tool types of the upper Paleolithic of Europe, have been 
called "BLADES" by English speaking students of Old World archaeology. I used this 
term in describing heavy prisms from the Enterline chert industry because I could not 
find an acceptable equivalent word, and because the tools I was describing met every 
criterion that a series from France would have to meet to merit that term. To the best of 
my knowledge, my report on these tools was the first formal description from the New 
World, although they have since been recognized at several other s i t es . I felt that it 
was necessary to use a term that was already in wide use in other areas where these 
same types of artifacts are c lass ic rather than newly discovered. At this point, I should 
say that it is important to distinguish between blades (the massive and thick forms) and 
the smaller varieties of them, because these smaller relatives are already known in the 
New World, but they have a different chronological and cultural significance. I shall 
discuss these more recent diminutive forms later, because they are widely distributed 
but so poorly understood. 

A blade, therefore, is a prism , or prismoid of flint, of trapezoidal cross section 
(sometimes triangular cross section because the blade from each ordinary core includes 
a few irregular examplee), fairly massive and thick, rather than shee t - l ike , derived from 
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a faceted core, which may be cylindrical, oval, a truncated pyramid, or a segment of 
any of these forms. Rarely, a blade was used as a tool without further modification, 
but most of them were chipped along the edges, particularly on the dorsal or convex 
face, to make more specialized tools. They were made into scrapers, skinning tools, 
knives, planes, burins and projectile points. They are too thick and massive to be 
included under certain other terms used in America, such as flake knife, lamellar 
flake, prismatic flake, lame, and sliver knife. Also most of the terms just listed are 
subject to certain objectives, and I question that any of them should stand for the 
name of an artifact type or ser ies . Another important thing about blades is that they 
generally make up a whole industry or se t of tools, being modified into several diff
erent types of tools in every complex where they are found. This is not generally 
true of the smaller derivatives which I call bladelets, for these were most frequently 
used, in their unmodified state, as knives. Finally, the term " b l a d e " and the flint 
form for which i t stands should be retained as primary, and all other terms for p r i s 
matic forms as secondary. Everywhere that prismatic tools of several forms have been 
studied, it is quite certain that massive blades are the older, and that the more delicate 
and thinner forms of bladelets and microblades are later and the descendants of blades. 
This evolution now appears to hold for the New World as well as it does for the Old 
World. 

In the Old World, the earliest blades with which I am familiar are those of the 
Levallois—Mousterian of Palest ine, which are associated with skeletal material which 
shows interbreeding between Neanderthal Man and Homo Sapiens, or modern man. These 
blades seem to have been made by spalling from a core by free flaking, which is a Mous
terian flint chipping trait; it shows a substitution of facet forming for Levalloisan shap
ing on the core. These blades are quite as crude as later Audi points, and other equally 
primitive blades of Europe. Blades generally mark the appearance of an Upper Paleoli
thic technology, persist as important fundamental forms throughout it, and are succeeded 
in Late Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic times by diminutive blade—hike tools, jvith only 
an occasional or restricted revival of any blade making technique in Neotlithic times. In 
Asia and Africa, blade tools of conventional Upper Paleolithic types are widespread and 
familiar to us in collections, but with a few exceptions their significance is not well 
understood. In the Ukraine, several blade industries of extreme importance are well under 
stood from Russian studies of the 1930s, but have since been neglected; they are d i s 
tinct from but temporarily equivalent to, European blade industries of several Upper 
Paleolithic stages. In Poland and Czechoslovakia, other major blade industries are mod
erately well known and placed in chronological contexts, but the study of them has lang-
guished for several years. The Proto—Solutrean of this region (also known by a number 
of local names) is of extreme importance because it appears to include the first steps in 
the evolution of projectile points, preceding the appearance of such tools in other Euras-
iatic. The rest of the northern and central zones of Asia is a complete blank in our know
ledge of the Upper Paleolithic. The whole areas of Asiatic Russia and China are almost 
completely unexplored for remains of Upper Paleolithic age or of any blade making t r ad 
ition, and it now appears that these regions will continue to be inaccessible for decades 
to come. Thus, now that we have begun to find and to study blade industries in North 
America, we lack any comparative data from any region nearer than the Ukraine. Because 
of this gap, we can only compare American material of Late Pleistocene age with other 
American material and with that of the known areas of the Old World. However, the vast 
geographical distribution of inter-related blade industries in the western part of the Old 
World, suggest that they are a part of a much larger distribution, and that we may have 
some justification in comparing American material with European, especially in funda
mental forms. Future work on Paleo-Indian cultures should include detailed comparisons 
with Upper Paleolithic complexes from all parts of the Old World, since some of the blade 
tool types found here can now be matched exactly against c lass ic European types. There 
are some reasons to believe that the spread of blade industries was a worldwide historical 
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STARTING YOUNG IN THE WEST 

Several years ago while deer hunting on a ranch in West Texas , I became interested 
in Indian rel ics. My companion was Brentano C. Harnisch from San Antonio, and old friend 
and a collector of arrowheads and relics since boyhood. 

The country we were hunting in was along the Nueces River about 150 miles west of 
San Antonio. The si tes in this area are marked by piles of fire burned rock, bone, and 
other debris. Harmisch was familiar with the area and soon I had forgotten about hunting 
and was prowling the campsites too. It was a new experience to me and fascinating - -
we picked up about 15 nice arrowheads, a tomahawk and the usual collection of broken 
stuff. Since then Harnisch and myself have been on many hunts together. We have picked 
up several arrowheads recently inside the city of San Antonio, when conditions were jus t 
right. Not long ago I was with Harnisch when he picked up an arrowhead in Brackenridge 
Park just a few blocks from downtown San Antonio. 

The hobby has spread to my two sons, Paul 13 and Phillip 11. We hunt over a wide 
area extending from Oklahoma into Arkansas, Texas, Kansas and New Mexico. Most of 
our prize bird points came from Western Oklahoma while some of our better larger points 
came from Eastern Oklahoma. We have 5 tang knives, which we are proud of, that came 
from the San Antonio area. 

Probably 90 percent of the items in our collection has been found by myself or my sons. 
Once in a while we have purchased a few arrowheads from a farmer, but it is so much more 
fun to find them yourself. 

We don't find the polished gorgets, boatstones and pipes in this country that you do in 
Ohio, but we do occasionally run across an arrowhead or a Tang knife, that is a work of 
art. What a thrill it is to see a prize point laying in the dirt. We all gather around to a d 
mire it before we pick it up. 
Another of our friends is Ivan E. Painton from Fairview, Oklahoma. He i s an expert and 
authority on campsites in Western Oklahoma. Ivan has an extensive collection of many 
very interesting rel ics . We have spent many hours together pursuing our mutual hobby. 

The Ohio Archaeologist is always read with interest by all of us. We belong to the 
Texas and Oklahoma Archaeological Societies, but they are conducted by professionals 
while your publication is the only one we know of that is published by people just like 
ourselves, who collect relics and tramp fields for the fun of it. 

We are including some pictures of our collection and if you care to print any or all 
of this article with some of the pictures you have our permission. 

Glenn Baum 
8104 N. May 
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BONE ARTIFACTS LOCAL TO 
EGGEMAGIN REACH 
HANCOCK COUNTY 

MAINE 
In a radius of three miles from 

my home are numerous islands lying 
in the Reach. On all of these islands 
you will find the camping grounds of 
our early ancestors. The evidence 
left behind are the shell heaps, a l 
ways located on the southeast or 
southwest, where they could get the 
sun and away from the north winds. 
In fifteen years of browsing around 
the beaches and digging in the shells 
naturally I have found a goodly am
ount of artifacts of bone, stone and 
flint. In the accompanying picture 
are a few choice pieces of bone, flint 
and teeth the reader can pick out. 

Top left - porcupine tooth and 
piece of beaver tooth, two front teeth 
of moose which do not show too clear
ly in picture. Next a bone pendant. 

Middle row - four dog teeth, one 
drilled for pendant and a mink tooth. 

Bottom row - first two are bone 
buttons, three small awls and a prob-

Next two pieces — up and down. 
Top, serrated point, bottom bone flaker. 

Top middle row - bone points 
to small spears or awls. 

Middle center - very fine flint 
knives or arrows. 

Bottom — bone awl. 
Left top —bone spear about five 

inches, next bone arrow point, bone 
barbed arrow for taking fish, bone har
poon, section of bone spear, section 
of barbed spear and a barbed bone 
arrow. 

Middle row- four fine flint arrow 
points. 

Bottom row — - ten fine bone 
points and fine awl. Notice s ize and 
variety of points. 

This afternoon while digging a 
si te I found some fine points, one bar
bed and serrated arrow, a fine barbed 
spear, a flint knife and two flint 
scrapers and by this time I was ready 
for supper. 

This bone material may not 
appeal to a lot of collectors,but every 
one must admit i t is authentic and in
volves 8 lot of work. I have dug out 
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EXPLORATION OF THE BECKLEY MOUND 

By David R. Collins 
Springfield, Ohio 

The Beckley Mound was situated on the south bank of the Little 
Miami River, approximately three fourths of a mile east of the 
Village of Clifton, and in Miami Township, Greene County, Ohio. 

A sub-conical structure, it measured 56 feet in diameter from 
north to south and 6l feet from east to west, with a height of 3 
feet 9 inches at the center. 

Permission to excavate the mound was obtained from Mr. and Mrs. 
Henry A. Beckley of Springfield, Ohio, upon whose farm it was 
located, and the exploration was begun on March 19, 1954. 

The mound was located on an elevation about 20 feet above the 
river and the north side extended to the edge of the steeply sloping 
bank. The area immediately surrounding the mound on the east, 
south and west is comparatively level, except for a slight ridge 
running from southeast to northwest a distance of about 300 feet 
and having an average width of perhaps 50 feet. The mound had been 
constructed upon this ridge and at the point of location of the 
mound the ridge was about 3 feet in height. From our observations 
it appeared that the ridge had not been leveled, or the crown 
thereof graded down, before the construction of the mound was begun, 
although immediately to the southeast we observed a depression in 
the ridge which indicated that soil had been removed therefrom for 
use in construction of the mound. 

For purposes of this report the fairly circular area covered 
by the mound is compared to the face of the clock, the numeral 12 
being due south. Approximate locations of interesting features of 
the mound and materials located in it are given by reference to 
the clock numerals. 

A trench 5j feet wide was begun from the north side at the 
location approximately 7 o'clock. Only a few chips of flint were 
found until we reached a point 17 feet 5 inches from the center of 
the mound on the 7 o'clock radius. Here, at a depth of 15 inches, 
was found a cache of eleven leaf-shaped blades of Flint Ridge 
material. One of these blades had been broken prior to its place
ment in the mound. These eleven blades are shown in the photograph 
on Page 33. 
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Approximately 20 inches toward the center of the mound from 
this cache a chert blade was found, and 5 inches north of this 
blade was a scraper chipped from the base of a stemmed spear. 
Widening our trench to the west, we found another cache 7 inches 
west of the first cache. This second cache consisted of ten leaf-
shaped blades, one stemmed spear (all of Flint Ridge material), one 
slate pendant (shown at top right on Page 29), one slate gorget 
(shown at top left on Page 29), a sandstone abrading tool and one 
piece of worked flint. This entire cache is shown on Page 30. 

Eight inches further west, in a line with the first two 
caches, was a group of seven small stemmed projectile points and 
one stemmed spear, and in direct association with them was an un-
drilled expanded-center type slate gorget, the type so frequently 
encountered in mounds of The Adena People. These artifacts are 
also shown in the photograph on Page 33. The gorget does not show 
clearly in the photograph of the cache, but it also appears as the 
central figure on Page 26. 

Continuing widening our trench to the west we uncovered at a 
depth of approximately 14 inches eight very small, badly corroded, 
copper beads. These were in the mound fill and were not in associa
tion with a burial or with any other artifacts. They were located 
9 inches north and 18 inches west of the cache of projectile points. 

Our trench was then directed to the west and at a point 15 
feet 10 inches from the center of the mound on the 5 o'clock radius 
and at a depth of 21 inches, we found an accumulation of cobbles. 
These were arranged in an elliptical heap about 8 inches high at 
the center and extending approximately 5 foot north and south and 
4 feet east and west. At the south end of the heap and about 4 
inches above it we found a hematite cone and two stemmed spears. 
These three items were together and in an area not exceeding 6 
inches in diameter. They are shown in the photograph on Page 26. 

One of these spears., the darker one in the photograph on Page 
26, is one of the most finely executed of its type we have ever 
seen. It is hh inches long, 2 l/8 inches wide and at no point does 
it exceed 3/l6ths of an inch in thickness. It is of brown Flint 
Ridge material. 

In widening and extending the trench to determine the extent 
of the heap of cobbles we found a stemmed spear and a broken piece 
of an.object which appears to be of hematite. This piece is plano
convex, l£- inches long, 5/8ths of an inch wide and £ of an inch 
thick. One end is rounded and highly polished and the portion 
between the rounded end and the break sho\irs evidence of having been 
shaped by pecking. 
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Our trench was extended westwardly to a point at the edge of 
the mound corresponding to 4 o'clock. Thenceforth the excavation 
proceeded by extending the width of the trenches. Immediately 
north of the center of the mound and all within an area of approxi
mately 3 feet in diameter, the following artifacts were found: One 
concave-sided slate gorget (lower left on Page 29); one unfinished 
slate .gorgetj one finished slate pendant (lower right on Page 29;; 
one unfinished slate pendant (upper right on Page 29); one small 
stone celt; two stemmed projectile points, and one leaf-shaped blade 
of black flint. 

Three burials were found in the mound. Two were 3 feet direct
ly east from the center and the third was 5 feet directly west from 
the center. The burial to the west was very shallow - only about 1 
foot below the surface, and only parts of the skull and bones of 
the lower legs were present. These bones lay directly beneath a 
limestone slab about 18 inches long, 12 inches wide and 4 inches 
thick. There were no other stone slabs near the burial. This burial 
may have been disturbed by burrowing animals and possibly by a pre
vious excavation. 

The two burials to the east of center were placed one directly 
above the other. The uonermost was l£ feet below the surface and 
was placed on the right side in a flexed position with head to the 
west. The lower one was at a depth of 24 feet, was also flexed, 
and placed on the left side with head to the east. 

The lower burial was in a fair state of preservation, but the 
upper one was so badly decayed that it could not have been preserved. 
Exposing this lower burial we found the bones to be fairly solid. 
The skull ;as somewhat cracked, but could probably have been removed 
intact if circumstances had not prevented our having an opportunity 
to attempt to do so. 

One entire afternoon was spent in uncovering this burial and 
it was then covered with canvas to protect it until it could be 
photographed the next morning. However, upon our return the next 
morning we found that some intruder had removed the canvas and had 
broken up the bones and scattered the fragments. 

We continued with widening the face of the excavation toward 
the south and on the floor of the mound about 2 feet southeast of 
the destroyed burial and at a depth of 30 inches, we found another 
slate gorget having concave sides and convex ends. It is the middle 
gorget shown on Page 29. 

The northwest quarter of the mound was the least productive of 
artifacts. However, in this area we encountered a quantity of earth 
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which had been burned to a brick red color. There was perhaps a 
cubic yard of this burned earth. It appeared to be irregular in 
shape but extended from the mound floor nearly to the sod line 
at the surface. Small bits of charcoal were mixed with this 
material and these bits of charcoal were more numerous near the 
floor. The floor beneath this burned earth disclosed no evidence 
of previous disturbance of the soil, 

The southwest quarter of the mound yielded nothing of interest 
until our excavation had proceeded to a point 15 feet 4 inches from 
the center of the mound on approximately the 2 o'clock radius. 
Here we found, at a depth of 17 inches, a cache containing eleven 
leaf-shaped blades, one stemmed projectile point, the base of 
another stemmed point, one unfinished sandstone gorget, and another 
piece of sandstone ;irhich had been used as an abrading tool. This 
cache is shown on Page 34. 

Southeast of this cache, at a distance of about 5 feet, a 
slate pendant was found. It is of gray slate and is the most highly 
polished slate piece found in the mound. It is shown on Page 26, 
lower right. 

At several locations in the west half of the mound there were 
unmistakable indications of previous digging. Fragments of broken 
china, broken glass (also several small pieces of glass which had 
been melted), iron nails (some of the old fashioned square type), 
pieces of brick, and fragments of an iron stove were found in this 
area and at depths varying from 6 inches to 2 feet. It is possible 
that this portion had been previously explored and the pits later 
filled in with trash and debris from a nearby house or cabin. 

The southeast quarter of the mound produced two unfinished 
expanded-center slate gorgets. (These are shown in the bottom row 
on Page 25.) An interesting feature of this section of the mound 
was the presence of a quantity of pottery fragments (plain, grit 
tempered) scattered throughout the fill, and hundreds of frag
ments of burned flint blades. There was a heavy concentration of 
these blade fragments in an area roughly 5 feet in diameter about 
8 feet from the center of the mound on the 10 o'clock radius. 
They were at depths varying from 6 inches to 2 feet beneath the 
surface. The fragments were of Flint Ridge material. A number 
of these blade fragments are shown at top left on Page 25, and 
fragments of the pottery are shown at top right on Page 25. The 
photograph on Page 25 shows the entire collection of artifacts 
recovered from the mound. 
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Some small deposits of refuse were also found in this section 
of the mound. Pockets of dark earth were found to contain charcoal, 
flint chips, broken pottery and a few charred hickory nuts. 

Throughout the mound were found a number of items which we do 
not feel require special individual comment or description. These 
items include numerous flint chips, some flint scrapers, one flake 
knife, some flint projectile points (some in fairly good condition 
and some badly damaged), a pointed sandstone abrading or sharpening 
tool (broken), a small stone chisel and a rounded granite object 
resembling a game ball. 

Charcoal was also found throughout the mound but in no large 
quantity at one particular location. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Before excavating the Beckley Mound we had entertained some 
thought of the possibility of it being Hopewellian. The mound 
presented the appearance of being more oblong in shape than our 
subsequent measurements indicated. This was due in a large part 
to its having been erected upon the ridge previously mentioned. 
Also we had knowledge that years ago a cache of 7 copper axes had 
been unearthed near a large spring approximately a mile and a half 
up the valley from this location. (This cache of axes is mentioned 
on Page 200 of Squiar & Davis' "Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi 
Valley"). 

However, the artifact assemblage from this mound establishes 
thaJ- it was constructed by people of the Adena Culture. All types 
of artifacts found here have been recovered from other sites 
attributed to the Adena People. Caches of leaf-shaped blades are 
reported from numerous Adena sites including the Cordray Mound in 
Licking County, the Bunlap Mound in Ross County and the type site 
at Adena, near Chillicothe. 

The stemmed projectile points found in this mound are of the 
type generally found in the great majority of explored Adena sites. 
The cjncave-sided and expanded-center gorgets are characteristic 
Adena types, and cones of hematite and other material are not 
uncommonly found in Adena sites. 

Of the artifacts found in the mound, the shield shaped pendants 
are perhaps the type least frequently found in Adena sites. However, 
the Ohio State Historical Society obtained a shield shaped pendant 
from the Florence Mound in Pickaway County and the collection of 
Messrs. Frank and Merle Sharp contains a fine example of this type 
found at an Adena site in Vinton County. 
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Irrespective of the fact that these artifacts, in themselves, are not unusual, we 
believe that from the standpoint of profusion of artifacts the Beckley Mound represents 
a departure from the typical Adena si te . Prof. William S. Webb, in his " T h e Adena Peo
p l e " , s tates that not more than one concave-sided gorget is ordinarily found in a pa r 
ticular mound. The Beckley Mound yielded three of this type. Furthermore, we know 
of no other mound which has produced as many as four caches of flint implements. Also, 
it is interesting to note that two of these caches contained slate gorgets. 

Another very unusual feature, we believe, is the scattering of fragments of burn
ed blades throughout a section of the mound fill. If any readers of this article have know
ledge of like features in other mounds, we would appreciate hearing of them. 

* * * * * 

TBE ART OF FLINT CBIPPING - Witthoft (Con't from p.20) 

phenomenon, rather that a mere set of correspondences, and that even Australia shared in 
a single major pattern of transmission and diffusion. This spread of blade industries is 
very likely to be closely correlated with the spread of men of modern type, Neanthropic 
Man, over the surface of the globe. This statement is not to be taken as a conclusion of 
any sort, but rather as a theory that may be thoroughly tested in the next few centuries, 
it is very suggestive in i ts application to what we now know of New World archaeology. 

The history, distribution and dispersal of blade industries are thus among the 
major problems of world archaeology, and I have come to believe that American occurren
ces of these highly distinctive tool stereotypes and engineering patterns must be consid
ered as phases of much larger geographic problems, of extra—continental scope. Lauris— 
ton Ward has remarked of the Old World problems: "By Late Paleolithic times blade 
industries of one kind or another, Aurignacian, Capsian, Etc, etc — are to be found through
out nearly all of Africa, Europe, western Asia, Mongolia and Siberia. Why didthey not 
find their way further east , into India and China? " Ward does not distinguish here b e 
tween blade and microblade industries, for blade industriee are quite unknown in Siberia 
and Mongolia as they are in China and India, whereas bladelet industries (Microlith com
plexes) are as well known in India as in Mongolia. Some of us are by no means convinced 
that blade industries are not to be found in India and Cgina and we expect that they will 
be discovered in some variety in Siberia and Outer Mongolia. Any Americanist interested 
in Old World parallels must be reminded that Northeastern Asia is the largest and darkest 
unknown region of world archaeology. 

No other part of the world has whole realms that so need exploration as , say, the 
drainage system of the Lena River. Neither can the exceedingly elementary work done so 
far on lithic industries of Mongolia, Lake Baikal, and China, be considered as even a be
ginning to knowledge of the Asiatic Forest Belt and Northern Steppe regions. 

American archaeology may be in its infancy, but that of Northeastern Asia can 
hardly be said to exist. 

Editors Note : 

We are indeed fortunate to be able to publish such as article 
as " T h e Art Of Flint Chipping" by Mr. Witthoft of Pennsylvania. 

The next installment will cover Clactonian Flaking, Blades In 
The Enterline Chert Industry, Laminate Flaked, etc. 

This should stimulate a lot of interest in flint phases among our 
members other than just fine specimens most collectors seek. Mr. 
Witthoft is one of our best known archaeologists and we consider 
i t a privilege to publish this article. 
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Any corrections as to names and addresses please notify Secretary. 

* * * * * * * 

THREE NICE OHIO DOVETAILS 
by 

Neil H. Myers 
Wilmington, Ohio 

The flints as pictured on the opposite page are actual s ize. 

The long center flint and the one on the right (which has fine 
chipping on the edges) were obtained from a friend and found 
near Xenia, Ohio, in Green County, Ohio. They are of Flint 
Ridge material of bluish gray, with cloudy areas of smoky 
brown. 
The specimen on the left was found by Fred Carver, Wilming
ton, Ohio, Clinton County. It is bluish flint with dark gray 
and red brown stripes crossing the face of the flint. 
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